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By LEE WON-RO

Xlibris Corporation. Paperback. Condition: New. 174 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.4in.Poems
of Universal Themes Express Profound Aesthetic Enthusiasm Selected from poet and author Lee
Won-Ros nine published books are verses that embroider refined tints and serene tones on the fabric
of embellished words South Korea (PRWEB) July 12, 2012 From a university president, chancellor of
hospitals, professor, internist, cardiologist, and poet Lee Won-Ro comes Wedding Day: Selected
Poems of Lee Won-Ro, a ravishing anthology of poems that provide restorative power and spiritual
guidance with long-lasting reverberation and fragrance. Even in a desperate situation where the
end is imminent, despair and abandonment can be dispelled by a conviction of a bright, new dawn
on the horizon. Readers will admire and be inspired by Lees poems that retain the capacity to pacify
wounded minds and allude always to an upcoming promised land of unfathomable brilliance and
joy. Poet Lee Won-Ro musters all the finest pieces of his nine previously published books to craft a
comprehensive, winning masterpiece that will showcase the inner workings of his mind. This
collection contains 122 promising poems that reflect the poets wisdom and understanding--verses
that look forward to the universe where everything converges in the...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not e ortless to begin on reading through but extremely fun to read. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting
literature. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Ez equiel Schuster-- Ez equiel Schuster

Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is writter in straightforward phrases rather than hard to understand. You will not sense monotony at at any
moment of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dor is B eier-- Dor is B eier
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